Zeta Inhibitory Peptide Disrupts Electrostatic Interactions That Maintain Atypical Protein Kinase C in Its Active Conformation on the Scaffold p62*
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Background: How atypical PKCs are maintained in an active conformation is unknown.

Results: We identify an acidic surface on the aPKC scaffold, p62, that tethers the kinase’s autoinhibitory pseudosubstrate to allow activity. The biologically active basic peptide, ZIP, competes for binding to this surface, resulting in localized aPKC autoinhibition.

Conclusion: p62 tethers aPKCs in an active conformation.

Significance: p62 is a molecular target for ZIP.

Atypical protein kinase C (aPKC) enzymes signal on protein scaffolds, yet how they are maintained in an active conformation on scaffolds is unclear. A myristoylated peptide based on the autoinhibitory pseudosubstrate fragment of the atypical PKCζ, zeta inhibitory peptide (ZIP), has been extensively used to inhibit aPKC activity; however, we have previously shown that ZIP does not inhibit the catalytic activity of aPKC isoforms in cells (Wu-Zhang, A. X., Schramm, C. L., Nabavi, S., Malinow, R., and Newton, A. C. (2012) J. Biol. Chem. 287, 12879–12885). Here we sought to identify a bona fide target of ZIP and, in so doing, unveiled a novel mechanism by which aPKCs are maintained in an active conformation on a protein scaffold. Specifically, we used protein-protein interaction network analysis, structural modeling, and protein-protein docking to predict that ZIP binds an acidic surface on the Phox and Bem1 (PB1) domain of p62, an interaction validated by peptide array analysis. Using a genetically encoded reporter for PKC activity fused to the p62 scaffold, we show that ZIP inhibits the activity of wild-type aPKC, but not a construct lacking the pseudosubstrate. These data support a model in which the pseudosubstrate of aPKCs is tethered to the acidic surface on p62, locking aPKC in an open, signaling-competent conformation. ZIP competes for binding to the acidic surface, resulting in displacement of the pseudosubstrate of aPKC and re-engagement in the substrate-binding cavity. This study not only identifies a cellular target for ZIP, but also unveils a novel mechanism by which scaffolded aPKC is maintained in an active conformation.

Coordination on protein scaffolds plays a key role in controlling specificity and fidelity in cell signaling (2). Binding to protein scaffolds is particularly important in controlling the function of atypical protein kinase C (aPKC)ζ isoforms A/γ (mouse/human) and ζ, a class of the Ser/Thr PKC family whose distinguishing feature is the lack of regulation by the lipid second messenger, diacylglycerol (3). Rather, protein interactions are central to the biological function of these isoforms, and a number of scaffolds have been identified that bind aPKCs to position them near substrates (4).

Atypical PKCs and the canonical diacylglycerol-regulated PKCs share the same architecture of a C-terminal kinase domain that is autoinhibited by intramolecular interactions with modules in the N-terminal moiety (5–8). Specifically, a pseudosubstrate segment immediately preceding a C1 domain occupies the substrate-binding cavity in the inactive conformation, and its release from the substrate-binding cavity is required for activation. However, atypical PKCs differ in how this activation is achieved. For conventional and novel PKC isoforms, binding of diacylglycerol to one of the tandem C1 domains induces a conformational change that expels the pseudosubstrate from the substrate-binding cavity (9). For conventional PKCs, binding of diacylglycerol is facilitated by Ca2+-dependent recruitment of the kinase via the plasma membrane-sensing Ca2+-regulated C2 domain (10–12). However, atypical
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PKCs do not have a diacylglycerol sensor. Although they do possess a C1 domain immediately following the pseudosubstrate segment, the ligand-binding pocket is compromised and neither the physiological ligand diacylglycerol nor the potent functional analogues, phorbol esters, bind atypical C1 domains (13, 14). Thus, it is unclear what the physiological mechanism is for release of the pseudosubstrate of atypical PKCs.

Atypical PKCs differ from conventional and novel PKCs by having an N-terminal Phox and Bem1 (PB1) domain, a protein-protein interaction module that homodimerizes with the PB1 domain of proteins such as the scaffold p62, also known as sequestosome 1 (SQSTM1) and zeta-interacting protein (15–17). In addition, they contain a Type III PDZ ligand that is predicted to target aPKCs to PDZ domain proteins that bind Type III ligands (18, 19). This tethering to protein scaffolds is likely the key determinant in specificity of signaling by aPKCs, particularly given their exceptionally low catalytic rate (1–2 orders of magnitude lower than that of conventional PKC isozymes, depending on the substrate (20)). However, how the pseudosubstrate is released from the substrate-binding cavity to achieve efficient signaling at these scaffolds remains to be resolved.

A myristoylated peptide based on the pseudosubstrate segment of PKCζ zeta inhibitory peptide (ZIP), has been extensively used to inhibit aPKC activity. Although the peptide (and one in which the sequence is scrambled) effectively inhibits aPKC in vitro (1, 21), we have previously shown that ZIP does not inhibit the catalytic activity of endogenous aPKC or a construct of the unconstrained catalytic domain, PKMζ, in cells (1). This is not surprising, as the affinity of the pseudosubstrate for the active site of PKCs is 2 orders of magnitude lower than the nanomolar affinity required for peptides to effectively bind substrates in cells (22). However, ZIP has profound effects on cellular function. For example, it slows the assembly of tight junctions in Madin-Darby canine kidney epithelial cells (23), inhibits insulin-induced glucose uptake in human adipocytes (24), and inhibits insulin-dependent Rab4-GTP binding in 3T3-L1 adipocytes (25). Most strikingly, treatment of brain slices with ZIP inhibits long-term potentiation (LTP), the cellular correlate of memory (21, 26–29). Although a transcript variant of PKCζ that only encodes the kinase domain, PKMζ, is frequently invoked as the target of ZIP, mice lacking PKCζ/PKMζ retain full sensitivity to ZIP (30, 31) or scrambled ZIP (30, 31). This continued sensitivity to ZIP upon loss of PKCζ/PKMζ validates the finding that ZIP does not directly inhibit the intrinsic catalytic activity of the aPKC kinase domain in cells. Given the ability of the peptide to inhibit cellular function, it is likely that it has a bona fide target in cells unrelated to direct binding to the active site of aPKCs.

Here we sought to identify a bona fide target of ZIP and, in so doing, unveiled a novel mechanism by which aPKCs are maintained in an active conformation on a protein scaffold. Specifically, we identify a previously undescribed interaction between the pseudosubstrate of aPKCs and an acidic surface on p62 that stabilizes the open, active conformation of aPKC. Using a genetically encoded reporter for PKC activity fused to the p62 scaffold, we show that ZIP inhibits the activity of wild-type PKCA but not a construct lacking the pseudosubstrate. These data support a model in which ZIP competes for binding to the acidic surface, resulting in displacement of the pseudosubstrate of aPKC and re-engagement in the active site and auto-inhibition of the kinase. This study not only identifies a cellular target for ZIP, but also unveils a novel mechanism by which a protein scaffold locks a kinase in an active conformation.

Experimental Procedures

Materials—Myristoylated PKC zeta, pseudosubstrate (ZIP), Cy5-conjugated ZIP, and the non-conjugated Cy5 control (HiLyteFluor 647 amine) were purchased from AnaSpec (Fremont, CA). For co-immunoprecipitation experiments, monoclonal HA.11 (16B12) antibody (Covance, MMS-101P-599), along with protein A/G UltraLink resin (Thermo Scientific, 53145), was used to capture HA-tagged proteins, and normal mouse IgG (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-2025) was used as control. Rat HA antibody (Sigma–Aldrich, 3F10), rabbit polyclonal GFP antibody (Cell Signaling, 2555S), phospho-PKCζ (Thr410) (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-12894-R), phospho-PKCζ [EP2037AY] (Thr560) (Abcam, ab62372), and rabbit PKCA (BD Transduction Laboratories, 610397) were used for Western blotting or visualization of peptide array. Auranofin (ANF, CAS 34031-32-8) was purchased from Tocris (catalogue number 4600). G66983 (CAS 133053-19-7) was purchased from Calbiochem (365251), and calyculin A (CAS 101932-71-2) was purchased from Cell Signaling (9902). DMEM (10-013-CV), Dulbecco’s PBS (21-031-CV), and Hanks’ balanced salt solution (21-022-CV) were obtained from Cellgro. PZ09 was synthesized as described (32).

Plasmids—The protein kinase Cζ kinase activity reporter (CKAR) was described previously (33, 34). CKAR was fused to the N terminus of human p62 (a gift from Jorge Moscat, BC017222.1). Mouse PKCA (NM_008857.3) and human PKCζ (a gift from Alan Fields, NM_002740.5) constructs were N-terminally tagged with monomeric yellow or cherry fluorescent proteins. The truncation mutants are: PKCζ ΔPB1 missing residues 26–107, PKCζ ΔPS missing residues 114–131, and PKCζ PB1-PS containing amino acid sequence 16–131. p62 constructs contain either a monomeric cyan or a monomeric yellow fluorescent protein fused to its N-terminal portion of GluR1 (at Ser870) and GluR2 (at Thr560) was described (33, 34). CKAR was fused to the N terminus of human p62 (a gift from Jorge Moscat, BC017222.1). Mouse PKCA (NM_008857.3) and human PKCζ (a gift from Alan Fields, NM_002740.5) constructs were N-terminally tagged with monomeric yellow or cherry fluorescent proteins. The truncation mutants are: PKCζ ΔPB1 missing residues 26–107, PKCζ ΔPS missing residues 114–131, and PKCζ PB1-PS containing amino acid sequence 16–131. p62 constructs contain either a monomeric cyan or a monomeric yellow fluorescent protein fused to its N terminus, and the HA-p62 construct has an HA tag fused to the amino acid sequence 2–102 of p62. The ZIP-insensitive construct of p62, p62E32/81Q, was created by site-directed mutagenesis. To generate the GluR1-GFP and GluR2-GFP constructs, GFP (flanked by GGS-GTRGSSG and SGSGGGG linkers) was inserted in the intracellular C-terminal portion of GluR1 (at Ser870) and GluR2 (at Ser662) using PCR cloning.

Cell Culture and Transfection—COS-7 and HEK293T cells were maintained in DMEM containing 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin at 37 °C in 5% CO2. Transient transfection was carried out using FuGENE 6 (Promega).

Immunoprecipitation—HEK293T cells were transfected with YFP-PKCA/PB1PS and HA-p62 PB1 and treated with 5 μM myristoylated ZIP for 20 min or 10 μM Auranofin for 60 min at room temperature. Cells were rinsed with PBS and then lysed in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 1% sodium deoxycholate) and a homogenizer. The lysates were clarified by centrifugation, and equal amounts of protein were precleared with protein A/G UltraLink resin and then incubated overnight with 1 μg of HA-p62 PB1. The immunoprecipitate was collected by 1 h of centrifugation at 1000 × g. The resulting pellets were washed twice in IP buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-100, 1% sodium deoxycholate) and incubated with 50 μL of protein A/G UltraLink resin for 1 h. Following 3 washes in IP buffer, the pellets were resuspended in 2× SDS sample buffer and boiled for 5 min.
10 mM Na₄P₂O₇, 50 mM NaF, 5 mM EDTA, 1 mM Na₃VO₄) with fresh protease inhibitors (50 μg/ml leupeptin, 2 mM benzamidine, and 100 μM PMSF) and 1 mM DTT. The insoluble pellet of the lysate was removed by >16,000 × g spin for 10 min at 4 °C. The soluble portion was incubated with 1 μl of monoclonal HA.11 (16B12) antibody for 2 h at 4 °C while constantly agitated. The antibody-bound proteins were captured by the addition of 10 μl of protein A/G UltraLink resin, rocked for 1 h at 4 °C, and pelleted by a 1-min 6,000 × g spin. The immunopellets were washed three times with 1 ml of lysis buffer and then denatured in 4 × sample buffer for Western blot analysis.

**Protein Structure Prediction**—No homologous structure template is detected for the pseudosubstrate region of PKCζ. *Ab initio* structure prediction software QUARK (35) was used to model the three-dimensional structure of the pseudosubstrate region.

**Protein-Protein Docking**—The protein-protein docking was carried out in three steps. First, 20 initial binding poses between the p62 PB1 dimer (rat; Protein Data Bank ID 2KTR) and the PKCζ pseudosubstrate region were generated using ZDock (36) and HEX (37); these putative complex structures were refined using RosettaDock (38). The charge distributions in the binding interface were visualized and analyzed. The binding pose with the complementary charge distributions in the binding interface was selected.

**Live Cell FRET Imaging**—To access protein-protein interactions using FRET, COS-7 cells were plated onto sterilized glass coverslips in 35-mm dishes and transfected with CFP-tagged p62 and various YFP-tagged constructs. Approximately 24 h after transfection, cells were washed and imaged in Hanks’ balanced salt solution with 1 mM CaCl₂, in the dark at room temperature. 5 μM ZIP, 10 μM Auranofin, 5 μM PZ09, or 50 mM calyculin A was added as indicated. Images from CFP, YFP, and FRET channels were acquired and analyzed as described previously (34, 39). The FRET for the protein-protein interaction experiments FRET/CFP ratio was plotted. In CKAR-p62 experiments, COS-7 cells were transfected with CKAR-p62 and mCherry-PK constructs, and the analysis used CFP/FRET as the FRET ratio so that a phosphorylation event is shown as an increase in FRET ratio.

**Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging**—Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) was performed as described previously (40). Briefly, live COS-7 cells were imaged with a SliceScope two-photon microscope (Scientifica) using a 60× water immersion objective (LUMPLFLN 60XW, NA = 1.0, Olympus) and a Chameleon Ultra II IR laser (Coherent) tuned at 930 nm for the excitation of GFP. Fluorescence lifetime images were acquired with a hybrid photomultiplier tube detector (HPM-100-40, Becker and Hickl) and a time-correlated single photon counting module (SPC-150, Becker and Hickl). FLIM images were analyzed in SPCImage (41) with a single exponential model. Curve offset and shift were not fixed; this allowed for better goodness of fit values, particularly in images that had a broad range of pixel intensities. For further analysis, each FLIM image was exported as a matrix of lifetimes, photon counts, and goodness of fit values (χ-squared). A custom MATLAB program was used to output a mean lifetime for each selected region of interest (1–4 regions of interest per cell). To calculate FRET efficiency, the following formula was used: EFRET = 1 − \( \frac{T_{DA}}{T_D} \) (\( T_{DA} \) = lifetime of the donor in the presence of the acceptor, \( T_D \) = average lifetime of the donor alone) (42).

**Peptide Array**—Peptide spot arrays were generated by the INTAVIS MultiPep RS peptide synthesizer (INTAVIS Bioanalytical Instruments AG, Koeln, Germany) using standard Fmoc (9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl) protection-based solid phase peptide synthesis to produce short, overlapping 18-mer peptides directly conjugated onto amino-PEG modified cellulose membranes (ACS01, Intavag IS). Each peptide spot sequence corresponds to a segment of the PB1 domain of p62, scanning residues 1–105 by shifting in increments of three amino acids. Each pair of array strips was blocked with 5% BSA in TBS-T (0.0005% Tween 20) for 1 h at room temperature. Each strip was incubated with 2 μg/ml (27 nm) of PKCα purified from insect cells plus either 5 μM Cy5-conjugated ZIP or 5 μM Cy5 as a control for 1 h at room temperature. The arrays were washed three times with TBS-T for 10 min and once with TBS and then incubated with anti-PKCα antibodies for 30 min at room temperature. Standard Western blotting method was used to visualize PKCα binding to the array. A FluorChem Q imaging system (ProteinSimple) was used for visualization and quantification of Cy5-conjugated ZIP (Cy5-ZIP) binding and PKCα binding to the peptide arrays.

**Results**

The Basic Pseudosubstrate of aPKC Is Predicted to Bind to an Acidic Patch within the PB1 Domain of p62—Given the inability of ZIP, a myristoylated peptide comprising the PKCζ pseudosubstrate sequence (SIYRGARRWRKL; this sequence is conserved in PKCα/ζ), to directly inhibit the catalytic activity of the kinase domain of PKCζ in cells, despite its profound cellular effects, we reasoned that the pseudosubstrate segment of aPKCs may bind a unique surface to mediate a biological function. To identify potential targets, we interrogated the STRING database for binding partners for PKCζ because the pseudosubstrate sequence is from this protein. Because the biological effects of ZIP are not observed with the general kinase inhibitor staurosporine, we focused on non-kinase interaction partners. Thus, we ruled out interaction partners such as PDK1, Akt1, and RAF1. Of the remaining partners in the interaction network, we focused on p62, a PB1 domain-containing scaffold that binds the PB1 domain of aPKCs. We noted that the pseudosubstrate immediately follows the PB1 domain (Fig. 1A). We next docked the pseudosubstrate segment on the PB1 domain of p62. Because there is no homologous structure template for the ZIP containing region, we used *ab initio* structure prediction to model the peptide and then used the ZDock (36) and HEX (37) programs to predict the putative binding pose between the pseudosubstrate of PKCζ and the human p62 PB1 dimer; the structure was refined using RosettaDock (38). This resulted in the identification of a negatively charged surface on the PB1 domain of p62, distinct from the surface involved in the canonical binding to the aPKC PB1 domain, which is complimentary to the positively charged surface of ZIP (Fig. 1B). Notably, acidic segments from two distinct loops within the p62 PB1 domain, one containing Glu³⁰ and the other containing Glu⁵¹, came together to form this previously unidentified potential binding surface.
ZIP Binds Acidic Segments on the PB1 Domain of p62 and Competes with the Binding of PKCα—To validate the predicted interaction of ZIP with the complimentary acidic surface on p62, we overlaid Cy5-conjugated ZIP on a peptide array containing overlapping 18-residue peptides covering the PB1 domain (residues 1–105) of p62 (Fig. 1C). ZIP bound two
regions of the PB1 domain of p62, both enriched in acidic residues. Binding to the first cluster (spots 2–12) was observed when Glu19 was incorporated in the peptides (spot 2) and was no longer observed when Glu36 was removed from the peptides (spot 13). This cluster contained Glu22, identified in the docked model as a key determinant for binding ZIP. Binding to the second cluster (spots 18–22) was observed when Asp69 was present (spot 18) and no longer observed when the segment QAH was dropped (spot 23). No significant binding of Cy5 alone was observed (left strip). Thus, the segment 1EIRRFSFCCSPEPÆAAE36 was identified as a binding region for ZIP; the underlined residue corresponds to Glu22 (Fig. 1B) on one of the two acidic loops comprising the predicted ZIP-binding surface.

We next examined the binding of full-length PKCA to the p62 PB1 domain peptide array (Fig. 1D). Purified PKCA bound the peptides that ZIP bound, in addition to spot 1 and sequences between these two clusters (corresponding to residues 34–66, spots 12–17). Spot 1 contains Lys7, a key determinant in mediating the canonical binding of the PB1 domain of aPKCs to that of p62 (43); there was also particularly strong interaction with all peptides that contained two other key determinants, Arg21 and Arg22 (spots 3–8). Thus, in the primary sequence, these peptides contained determinants from the acidic cluster that bind the pseudosubstrate segment (Fig. 1B) as well as the basic cluster that binds an acidic surface on the PB1 domain of PKCA (15). In the presence of ZIP, binding of PKCA to the same regions where ZIP bound was reduced (Fig. 1D, boxed areas labeled cluster 1 and cluster 2). Quantification of the signal from three independent overlays revealed that ZIP decreased the binding of PKCA to cluster 1 (spots 8–11) by ∼32% and to cluster 2 (spots 18–22) by ∼73%, with no effect on an area that did not bind ZIP (normalization patch, spots 15–17) (Fig. 1E). The greater effect of ZIP on patch 2 is likely because the pseudosubstrate of PKCA is the primary determinant driving binding to these peptides, whereas the PB1 domain of PKCA also contributes to binding of the peptides in cluster 1. These data confirm that ZIP binds an acidic segment on the PB1 domain of p62 and that this interaction competes with binding of full-length PKCA.

Atypical PKCa Interacts with Scaffold Protein p62 via PB1-PB1 Interface and Prevents p62 Aggregation—To explore the role of the pseudosubstrate of PKCa in binding p62, we generated YFP-tagged constructs of full-length PKCa, a construct in which the PB1 domain was deleted (YFP-PKCa ΔPB1), one in which the pseudosubstrate was deleted (YFP-PKCa ΔPS), and a construct of PKCa containing its PB1 domain through the pseudosubstrate segment (PKCa PB1–PS, residues 16–131) (Fig. 2A). First, we examined whether ZIP inhibits the known PB1–PB1 interaction of p62 and aPKC. The effect of treating COS-7 cells with ZIP on the interaction between HA-tagged p62 PB1 (residues 3–102) and the PKCa PB1–PS construct was examined by co-immunoprecipitation. When using an HA antibody, the YFP-tagged PKCa construct (PKCa PB1–PS) was effectively co-immunoprecipitated with the HA-tagged p62 PB1 domain (Fig. 2B, lane 2), and this interaction was not affected by treatment of cells with ZIP (Fig. 2B, lane 3). As a positive control, this interaction was dissociated by ANF, a molecule that forms a thio-gold adduct with Cys69 of the PB1 domain of PKCa to disrupt its interaction with PB1 domain partners (44, 45) (Fig. 2B, lane 4). ZIP treatment did not enhance the ability of ANF to disrupt the interaction of the two PB1 domains (Fig. 2B, lane 5). Thus, ZIP does not dissociate the PKCa PB1–PS construct from the p62 PB1 domain, but the PB1 domain disruptor, ANF, does.

We noted that p62 formed aggregates when expressed in COS-7 cells but that co-expression with PKCa prevented this aggregation and resulted in a more even cytosolic distribution of p62, as observed using fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 2C, compare panels i and ii). The ability to prevent aggregation of p62 was abolished upon deletion of the PB1 domain (YFP-PKCa ΔPB1) to prevent the binding of PKC to p62, indicating that the binding of PKCa to p62 prevented p62 aggregation (Fig. 2C, panel iii). We took advantage of this effect to address whether deletion of the pseudosubstrate segment affected the binding of PKCa to p62. Fig. 2C (panel iv) shows that a construct lacking the pseudosubstrate (YFP-PKCa ΔPS) effectively prevented p62 aggregation. The inability of PKCa ΔPB1 to de-aggregate p62 was not a result of misfolding of the construct, as both deletion constructs were processed by phosphorylation, evident by immunoreactivity with phospho-antibodies to the activation loop phosphorylation site, Thr410, and the turn motif phosphorylation site, Thr560 (Fig. 2D), nor was it a result of greater overexpression of CFP-p62 in the conditions promoting aggregation because similar levels of CFP-p62 were expressed under non-aggregating (co-expression with YFP-PKCa; Fig. 2E, lane 2) and aggregating (co-expression with YFP-PKCa ΔPB1; Fig. 2E, lane 3) conditions. Note that co-expression with any of the PKCa constructs resulted in a modest increase in the expression of both endogenous and CFP-tagged p62, suggesting that the presence of PKCa may stabilize p62 (Fig. 2E). These data are consistent with the canonical PB1 domain interaction driving the binding of PKCa to p62, independent of an intact pseudosubstrate, an event that prevents the aggregation of p62.

ZIP Displaces the Pseudosubstrate Segment from p62—To address whether ZIP disrupts the predicted interaction of the pseudosubstrate segment of scaffolded PKCa with the acidic surface on p62, we asked whether FRET between CFP-p62 and YFP-PKCa changed upon treatment of cells with ZIP. Treatment of cells with 5 µM ZIP resulted in a statistically significant decrease in FRET between CFP-p62 and YFP-PKCa (Fig. 3A, black circles, and graph). The scrambled ZIP peptide (RLYKRKRWRSAGR) caused a similar drop in the FRET ratio as ZIP (Fig. 3A, gray circles, and graph), suggesting that net charge rather than exact sequence is important to cause the FRET drop. Supporting this possibility, molecular modeling revealed that the scrambled peptide is also predicted to form an amphipathic helix with a basic face (data not shown). In contrast, ZIP was ineffective at disrupting a CFP-p62–YFP-p62 interaction (brown trace, Fig. 3A). These results are consistent with ZIP competing for the binding of the pseudosubstrate segment of PKCa on p62, but not p62–p62 interactions.

Next, we determined whether the predicted acidic surface on the p62 PB1 domain is responsible for the ZIP-sensitive binding of PKCa. Based on the predicted docking pose in Fig. 1B, we selected two glutamate residues, Glu19 and Glu36, predicted to form ion pairs with basic residues in the pseudosubstrate
sequence to mutate to Gln. Fig. 3B reveals that ZIP was ineffective in altering FRET between the p62E32/81Q construct and PKC δ/H9261 (Fig. 3B). These results validate the acidic cluster illustrated in Fig. 1A as the relevant binding surface for the ZIP-sensitive interaction of PKC δ/H9261 with p62.

Pseudosubstrate of aPKC Is Necessary for ZIP to Modulate the aPKC-p62 Interaction— To test the hypothesis that ZIP competes with the binding of the PKCα pseudosubstrate segment to p62, as suggested by in vitro peptide array data, we examined the effect of ZIP on the interaction of p62 with a PKCα construct lacking the pseudosubstrate region (PKCα ΔPS). This construct still binds p62, as indicated by its ability to prevent p62 aggregation (Figs. 2C, panel iv, and 3E, panel iii). FRET between this construct and p62 was insensitive to ZIP (Fig. 3C, red circles), revealing that the pseudosubstrate segment mediates the ZIP-sensitive interaction with p62. A construct lacking

FIGURE 2. Atypical PKC physically interacts with scaffold p62. A, schematic of YFP-tagged PKCα constructs used in this study: PKCα with PB1 domain deleted (PKCα ΔPB1), PKCα with pseudosubstrate deleted (PKCα ΔPS), and N-terminal portion of PKCα containing PB1 domain through pseudosubstrate (PKCα PB1-PS). Indicated are the phosphorylation sites (P) at the activation loop and turn motif sites; occupancy of these sites serves as a measure for proper folding of the enzyme (see Refs. 5 and 6). B, COS-7 cells co-expressing YFP-tagged PKCα PB1-PS and HA-tagged p62 PB1 were treated with 5 μM ZIP for 20 min and/or 10 μM ANF for 1 h before lysing. Immunoprecipitation (IP) was performed with a HA monoclonal antibody or IgG control. Immunoprecipitates (entire sample) and 2.5% of total lysates were analyzed by Western blots (IB) probing for a GFP antibody to detect PKCα and a HA antibody to detect the PB1 domain of p62. The PKCα PB1-PS detected in the immunoprecipitates was normalized to the HA signal in the immunopellet and quantified in the graph below. Data represent the mean ± S.E. of 6 independent experiments and were analyzed by one-way analysis of variance with Holm–Šidák multiple comparison test: n.s., no significance; *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01. C, fluorescence micrographs of COS-7 cells showing the localization of CFP-tagged p62 expressed alone (panel i) or with PKCα (panel ii), PKCα ΔPB1 (panel iii) or PKCα ΔPS (panel iv). Images were adjusted for an optimal dynamic range using ImageJ. D, Western blot analysis of YFP-tagged constructs showing immunoreactivity with antibodies to the activation loop (Thr410) and turn motif sites (Thr560) as well as total GFP to detect the YFP-tagged PKCα. p-410 PKCα, phospho-PKCα (Thr410); p-560 PKCα, phospho-PKCα (Thr560). E, Western blot of COS-7 cells expressing the constructs in panel C and probed with antibodies to PKCα, p62, and β-actin.
the PB1 domain (PKCα ΔPB1) retained ZIP sensitivity, revealing that even in the absence of the canonical association of PKCα to p62 via the PB1 domain, there was sufficient weak binding via the pseudosubstrate that could be displaced by ZIP. As a control, the association of the PKCα PS construct was sensitive to ANF, the PB1-PB1 disruptor (red circles in Fig. 3D). Its release from the scaffold was also revealed by the appearance of aggregates upon treatment with ANF (Fig. 3E, compare panels iii and vi). In contrast, ANF had no effect on either the FRET between p62 and the PKCα PB1 (blue circles in Fig. 3D) or the aggregation of p62 (Fig. 3E, compare panels ii and v). Interestingly, ANF produced a biphasic effect on FRET between wild-type PKCα and p62; the compound caused an initial increase in FRET followed by a decrease (Fig. 3D, black circles). Long-term...
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FIGURE 4. ZIP releases the pseudosubstrate of PKCa from p62 to allow intramolecular autoinhibition of the kinase. A, schematic showing fusion of the PKC activity reporter CKAR to the N terminus of p62. Phosphorylation causes an intramolecular clamp of the phosphorylated segment (pink) with a phosphopeptide-binding FHA2 module (orange) that results in a decrease in FRET between the flanking CFP (blue) and YFP (yellow) (see Ref. 33 for more details). B, COS-7 cells co-expressing CKAR-p62 and mCherry-tagged wild-type PKCa (black circles, n = 44), PKCa ΔPS (red squares, n = 19), or PKCa A129E (green triangles, n = 41) were pretreated with 1 μM Gö6983, an inhibitor of conventional and novel PKC isozymes, and then monitored for CFP/FRET ratio changes following 5 μM ZIP treatment. The control CKAR-p62 T/A (blue triangles, n = 23), where its phospho-acceptor Thr was mutated to Ala, was also examined under the same experimental conditions. Data were plotted as PKC activity and represent the normalized FRET/CFP ratio mean ± S.E. of the indicated number of cells from at least 3 independent experiments. C, the FRET/CFP ratio of COS-7 cells co-expressing CKAR-p62 and YFP-PKCa (black circles, n = 31) or YFP-PKCa A129E (green diamonds, n = 28) was monitored before and after 5 μM ZIP treatment. Data were plotted as a p62–PKCa interaction and represent the normalized FRET/CFP ratio mean ± S.E. of the indicated number of cells from at least 3 independent experiments. D, COS-7 cells co-expressing CKAR-p62 and mCherry-tagged wild-type PKCa (black circles, n = 28), PKCa ΔPS (red squares, n = 30), or PKCa A129E (green triangles, n = 18) were monitored for CFP/FRET ratio changes before and after treatment with 5 μM PZ09, an atypical PKC-selective inhibitor (48). E, COS-7 cells co-expressing CKAR-p62 and either mCherry-tagged wild-type PKCa (black circles, n = 33) or PKCa ΔPS (red squares, n = 38) were monitored for CFP/FRET ratio changes when treated with 50 nM calyculin A, a Ser/Thr protein phosphatase inhibitor (56). Data were plotted as PKC activity and represent the normalized FRET/CFP ratio mean ± S.E. of the indicated number of cells from at least 3 independent experiments. F, quantification of basal and phosphatase-suppressed activities of PKCa and PKCa ΔPS was calculated as a fraction of FRET ratio change. The data were extrapolated from the plateau portion of the curves in panels D and E, 20 min after the addition of PZ09 or calyculin A.

treatment with ANF also resulted in the appearance of p62 aggregates (Fig. 3E, compare panels i and iv), consistent with release of PKCa from the scaffold. One possibility is that displacing the PB1 domain allows a transient adjustment of PKCa on the scaffold in which the pseudosubstrate–p62 interaction is enhanced, followed by the release of PKCa from the scaffold and, as indicated in Fig. 3E, the aggregation of p62.

ZIP Releases the Pseudosubstrate of PKCa from p62, Allowing It to Autoinhibit PKC—We reasoned that if the acidic surface on p62 tethered the pseudosubstrate of the PB1-bound aPKCs, then the scaffold-bound enzyme should be catalytically active. To test this, we fused our genetically encoded PKC activity reporter (CKAR) (33, 34) to the N terminus of p62, as illustrated in Fig. 4A. To ensure that CKAR-p62 measured only aPKC activity, we pretreated COS-7 cells with 1 μM Gö6983 to inhibit conventional and novel PKC isozymes (46). The addition of 5 μM ZIP caused a reduction in the FRET ratio, reflecting basal activity of PKCa on p62 scaffold that was inhibited by ZIP (Fig. 4B, black circles). This drop in FRET was lower than the baseline drift observed using a control non-phosphorylatable reporter in which an Ala occupies the phospho-acceptor site (Fig. 4B, T/A, blue triangles). To verify that ZIP was not inhibiting activity by directly binding the substrate-binding site of the aPKC, we tested the effect of ZIP on constructs in which the pseudosubstrate was deleted (Fig. 4B, red squares) or the Ala at the phospho-acceptor site was mutated to Glu (PKCa A129E; Fig. 4B, green triangles), a mutation that is commonly used to generate constitutively active aPKCs (47). Neither of these constructs was inhibited by ZIP, consistent with our previous report that ZIP is unable to inhibit the catalytic activity of the kinase domain of aPKCs (1) and establishing that ZIP inhibition requires an intact pseudosubstrate. Note that ZIP also had no effect on the interaction of the PKCa A129E construct with p62 (Fig. 4C), recapitulating the effect of deleting the pseudosub-
ZIP Peptide Also Targets the Interacting Surface between p62 and AMPA Receptor Subunits, GluR1 and GluR2—We next addressed whether the ZIP-binding surface on p62 could be an interaction surface for other signaling molecules. Because ZIP peptide has been previously shown to block LTP and reduce learning in animal models (21, 26–29), coupled with the reports that p62 is required for LTP and memory formation and associates with the AMPA receptor subunits GluR1 and GluR2 (50), we asked whether the interaction of GluR1 and GluR2 with p62 was sensitive to ZIP. FLIM was used to examine the effect of ZIP on the interaction between EGFP-p62 and mCherry-tagged GluR1, GluR2, PKCδ (positive control), or p62 (negative control). The addition of ZIP to COS-7 cells co-expressing p62 and GluR1 receptor subunit caused a significant drop in FRET efficiency (Fig. 5A, white bars, and Fig. 5B, compare panels i and v), similar to that observed for the ZIP disruption of the p62-PKCδ interaction (Fig. 5A, red bars, and Fig. 5B, compare panels iii and vii). ZIP also decreased the FRET efficiency between p62 and GluR2 (Fig. 5A, blue bars, and Fig. 5B, compare panels ii and vi), although to a lesser extent than the effect on GluR1. In contrast, ZIP had no effect on the FRET efficiency detected between EGFP-p62 and mCherry-p62 (Fig. 5A, brown bars, and Fig. 5B, compare panels iv and viii), as observed using the FRET interaction assay in Fig. 3A. These data are consistent with ZIP displacing GluR1 and GluR2 from p62.

Discussion

Using bioinformatics, peptide arrays, and cellular FRET assays, we have identified an acidic surface on the PB1 domain of the scaffold p62, distal to the known interaction surfaces of the domain, that tethers the pseudosubstrate of aPKCs to maintain them in an active conformation. This surface comprising acidic residues on two loops in the PB1 domain of p62 was uncovered in our efforts to identify the cellular target of the biologically active peptide ZIP. Mechanistic studies support a model in which ZIP binds to this surface, displacing the pseudosubstrate of p62-bound aPKCs and resulting in the re-engagement in the substrate-binding cavity for intramolecular autoinhibition. Furthermore, we show that ZIP also displaces AMPA receptor subunits from p62, consistent with this acidic patch being a key interaction surface for other proteins poised to re-engage the pseudosubstrate and suppress signaling at the scaffold.
p62 Is a Molecular Target for ZIP

FIGURE 6. The acidic surface of p62 tethers the pseudosubstrate segment of aPKCs to maintain its active conformation. The schematic shows the canonical interaction of the PB1 domain of aPKCs with that of p62 (dotted line) and the previously undescribed interaction between the basic pseudosubstrate and acidic surface on p62. This interaction tethers the pseudosubstrate out of the substrate-binding cavity of aPKCs, allowing constitutive activity on the scaffold. The positively charged peptide ZIP competes with the pseudosubstrate for binding to the acidic surface of p62, displacing the pseudosubstrate and allowing it to re-engage in the substrate-binding site of aPKC to affect intramolecular autoinhibition of the kinase. UBA, ubiquitin-associated domain; Myr, myristoylated peptide.

on the scaffold. Thus, this study uncovers a cellular target, and molecular mechanism, for the cellular effects of ZIP, and identifies a novel mechanism to maintain a kinase in an active conformation on a scaffold.

Fig. 6 presents a model consistent with our data for the regulation of aPKC function by binding to p62. The dotted line between the PB1 domains of p62 and aPKCs represents the canonical interaction that has been previously characterized. Specifically, basic residues in the PB1 domain of p62 bind a complimentary acidic patch on the PB1 domain of aPKCs (15, 43). Recent elucidation of a crystal structure of the PB1 domain of p62 complexed to that of PKCζ (51) validates biochemical analysis identifying Lys7, Arg21, and Arg22 as key residues on p62 mediating the binding to the PB1 domain of aPKCs (52). Here we identify a second interaction surface: acidic residues in two adjacent loops of the p62 PB1 domain bind the basic pseudosubstrate segment (green rectangle) of aPKCs to lock the enzyme in an active conformation. This acidic segment is a distinct surface that is not involved in either homodimerization of the p62 PB1 domains or heterodimerization with the PB1 domain of other binding partners. ZIP binds the acidic surface of p62 to displace the pseudosubstrate, freeing the segment to bind the substrate-binding cavity of aPKCs, resulting in autoinhibition (lower panel). The pseudosubstrate segment of aPKCs immediately follows their PB1 domain. Whether the pseudosubstrate and the PB1 domains simultaneously engage, or whether the interactions are in dynamic equilibrium with both binding surfaces, awaits structural determination. Our finding that the net activity of the scaffolded aPKC corresponds to ~25% of its maximal unrestrained activity suggests that not all pseudosubstrates are tethered open at any one time, favoring the latter possibility. Tethering of the pseudosubstrate of aPKCs by their scaffold partners may be a general mechanism for regulating aPKC activity. Prehoda and co-workers (53) have shown that the PB1 domain of another aPKC scaffold, Par6, is able to activate purified PKCζ in in vitro kinase assays. Because our study examined overexpressed proteins, it is unclear what fraction of aPKCs signal at the p62 scaffold physiologically. Nonetheless, our data provide insight into the conformational mechanisms that allow pseudosubstrate release and activation of aPKCs.

The mechanism of activation of conventional and novel PKCs is well understood: binding of the lipid second messenger diacylglycerol promotes a conformational change that expels the pseudosubstrate, resulting in activation (see Ref. 5). Atypical PKCs do not bind diacylglycerol, and the mechanism by which the pseudosubstrate is released to allow activity is poorly understood. aPKCs differ from other family members by the presence of a PB1 domain and a predicted Type III PDZ ligand, suggesting that positioning on protein scaffolds drives downstream signaling. Indeed, mechanisms to allow coordination next to protein substrates is likely critical to their function given their exceptionally low catalytic rate. However, how the pseudosubstrate is released in cells is poorly understood. Our finding that the p62-scaffolded aPKC is tethered in an open conformation by an electrostatic interaction of the basic pseudosubstrate with an acidic surface on p62, distinct from the basic surface on p62 that binds a complimentary surface on the PB1 domain of aPKCs, provides a unique mechanism for how aPKCs signal at protein scaffolds.

An important ramification of this study is the identification of a cellular target for ZIP. This molecule has been used extensively as a pharmacological tool, and its effects are attributed to its ability to inhibit the catalytic activity of atypical members of the PKC family, especially PKMζ, the short neuron-specific form of PKCζ. Although the peptide effectively inhibits all the PKCs in vitro, it is ineffective at inhibiting their catalytic activity in cells (1), likely because the affinity of the peptide for the substrate-binding cavity is too low for effective binding in cells. Also, in this study, we confirm that ZIP does not inhibit aPKCs in cells by competing for substrate binding in the kinase domain: constitutively active constructs lacking the pseudosubstrate segment are insensitive to ZIP. However, ZIP has profound cellular effects, most notably, blocking LTP and learning and memory (21, 26–29). Thus, uncovering the bona fide target for ZIP has potential clinical relevance. Our discovery that p62 is a cellular target of ZIP may shed light on several studies in the learning and memory field. First, knock-out mice of p62 have significantly reduced LTP (50, 54), phenocopying the effect of ZIP. This is in contrast to knock-out mice of aPKCs, which continue to display ZIP-sensitive LTP (30, 31), an effect that is also observed with scrambled ZIP (30, 31). Second, AMPA receptor subunits, which play key roles in plasticity (55), bind p62 (50). Most strikingly, the small Arg-containing dodocapeptide loop between transmembrane spans 2 and 3 of GluR contributes to this interaction. It is worth noting that the juxtaposed sequence immediately after the fourth transmembrane span is also basic, suggesting that a basic juxtamembrane patch could be the relevant interaction site with the acidic patch on p62. Lastly, our FRET data reveal that ZIP reduces the interaction of GluR1, and to a lesser extent GluR2, with p62. The ability of ZIP to inhibit aPKCs on the p62 scaffold and to displace AMPA receptor subunits, which are regulated by aPKCs (50), provides a potential molecular mechanism for the effects of ZIP on LTP.
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